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Guide to The Winter & Pond 
Echo Cove collection
Alaska State Library  •  PCA-316
A 1939 portfolio documenting the mining activities of E.P. Pond 
& J.G. Davies beginning in 1896, north of Davies Creek, Juneau 
Gold Belt.

Digitally reformatted January 2010 by Richard Carstensen, 
Discovery Southeast. Captions from the portfolio with additional 
notes on history, geology, & succession.

Pond & Davies at Echo Cove 
Percy Pond—of Winter & Pond fame—was partners with John 
G. Davies, for whom Davies Creek was named, in a gold-mining 
venture on the ridge east of Echo Cove in the late 1890s. Lloyd 
Winter also became a financial partner, but seems not to have 
participated in the mining. 

Pond’s mining episode is a 21st-Century historian’s informa-
tion gold mine. To our good fortune, a professional photogra-
pher was actively involved in daily work of prospecting, cabin 
construction and tunnel excavation, bequeathing us high-reso-
lution, large-format photos. Pond also compiled an annotated 
portfolio describing the significance of each photograph—details 
usually lacking for other Winter & Pond images. 

The 1939 portfolio was assembled as a means of attracting 
prospective investors or buyers, expounding upon the richness of 
the lode and the advantages of the location, to the point of exag-
geration (summer temps of 85o to 95oF?!)  

Percy Pond appears in many of the photos. These may have 

Conventions:
Captions, in green, are direct quotes from Pond's 
hand-typed photo-annotations.

Grey-italic notes preceded "RC" are Richard 
Carstensen comments or corrections

Cover, ASL-P316-24. Pond's notes say:  

J. G. Davies, E. P. Pond and the latter’s brother. 
RC: Probably taken on the same day in 1899 

as #37; see “bowtie” comments with caption to 
that image.

Below: Example of Percy Pond's typed anno-
tations. I retyped them for digital reformating in 
this report.

ASL-P316-1

RC: Several maps, presumably annotated by Pond, 
are in the PCA-316 collection. This one is an overview 
of the Gold Belt. Did Percy even hand-color the water? 

Looks like something I'd have done in my predigital days. 
I don't see a date, but the Mendenhall Glacier position is 

about 1910, so probably some time after that.
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been taken by Winter unless Pond had a means for 
time-delay shots (or a helper tripped the shutter?). 
Most W&P photos were signed “copyright by winter 
& pond”–i.e. not attributed to one or the other photog-
rapher. For this Echo Cove venture, however, photos 
are not signed at all. Nor are they dated, but that’s an 
omission characteristic of nearly all W&P photos.1 

The initial gold discovery by Pond and Davies was 

1  Probably one reason these photos lack the standard W&P 
signature is that Pond considered them personal, rather than 
commercial images. Concerning the time frame, Tricia Brown’s 
W&P biography mentions this collection: “Winter & Pond Mining 
Property Photographs, W&P, 1915-1925. ASL.”  

The 1915-25 span appears to be incorrect. For example, photo 
316-37 was excerpted into the larger collection PCA-087. In the 
ASL guide to that collection by India Spartz, the caption reads: 
“Percy Pond, Hattie Pond, and John Davies at Log Cabin, ‘Hotel 
Scotia,’ 1899.” Pond was 27 years old in 1899. Comparing his 
& Davies’ appearance (even attire; p 11) in that photo to others 
in the collection, they don’t seem to have aged 15 to 25 years, 
suggesting most of these images—except probably #s 3, 5, 6, 7 
& 8—were taken very close to the turn of the century.                                                                           

ASL-P316-3

316-3: Airplane view of sheltered Echo Cove looking south toward 
Juneau showing location of Winter & Pond mineral claims . . . The 
lode strike is N30oW and dip ~60o NE. All claims embrace the ore 
bodies and follow the strike of the lode. 

RC: No dates on any of these photos, so it’s helpful to have the 
handwritten date of 1935 for the road survey. Fortunately, the road 
didn’t end up going right through the frontal line of spruce on the 
storm berm as shown. Compare the sparse early spruce coloniza-
tion of these beach ridges to 2006 on next page.  Also note the large 
trees on Cowee Creek, lower right; this was shortly before they were 
logged by McMurchie in the 1940s.

Note poor image quality compared to Pond's earlier, ground-
based, presumably tripod-mounted W&P photos. Those heavier, 
large-format cameras were probably unsuitable for aerial hand-
helds. Following photo 316-5 is similarly ‘soft,’ possibly taken on 
same flight. Compare landslide at white arrow to following 1979 
aerial.

in autumn of 1896. The caption to “Hotel Scotia, 1899” (P87-1270 = P316-37) claims “one of the first photo-pictures 
ever taken in Alaska.” That’s also probably an exaggeration, considering many images were acquired of the very early 
years of Juneau, in the mid-1880s, and in Sitka and Wrangell before that. Or were those earlier images perhaps tintypes 
or other imaging methods, thus didn't qualify as “photo-pictures”?2 

Pond died in 1943, aged 71, 4 years after completing this portfolio.3 The majority of photos are quite early–probably 
between the lode discovery in 1896 and ~1910 (footnote #1). The title to the Alaska State Library Historical Collections 
file PCA-3164 is “Winter and Pond Mining Property, ca. 1897-1939.” The album’s inside back cover notes “prepared 
for, and loaned to, territorial department of mines, Juneau, Alaska, March 30, 1939.” Most of the claim has since revert-
ed to public ownership; today, the mine portals and upland cabins are on the Tongass National Forest (316-2).

2  On reading this caption, Juneau historian Jim Geraghty wondered if “some new process in photography happened in 1899 that was totally 
revolutionary and this was the first time it was used. I called Ron Klein and asked him about that. He assured me that nothing of the sort 
occurred. . .The first widely recognized photographer in Alaska was . . .Edweard Muybridge in the mid 1860s.”  

3  Winter died 2 years later, in 1945. Davies died just prior to the creation of the porfolio, as noted in one of the captions. 

4  Prepared by India Spartz and Mary Anne Slemmons. www.library.state.ak.us/hist/hist_docs/finding_aids/PCA316.doc 
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ASL-P316-2

Current 
ownership: 

USFS & 
Goldbelt 

Inc.  

Echo Cove head, 2006  

316-2:  Showing location of Winter & Pond mining property (California-
Gold Standard Group), embracing five complete lode claims, tunnel 

site and five 5-acre mill sites, at Echo Cove. The placer claim, of 
secondary importance, is not shown here.

RC: These 50-foot base contours also served as the foundation for 
the Knopf 1912 geology map. A pre-aerial cartographic masterpiece 
done with basic survey instruments! Symbols for prospects–’Y’–and 

cabins are updated from the Knopf version.

The photos in PCA-316 are not yet available on-line via the vilda.alaska.
edu website, so I went to the library today (20100126) and was allowed to 
photograph the collection on their copystand. I offered to share the digital 
versions with ASL. 

Notes on my re-photography 
The W&P originals are on glossy stock, glued to heavy album pages and 
usually slightly warped at the edges. This would make it impossible to scan or 
zerox the images without disassembling the portfolio. Indeed, the Access notes 
in ASL’s collection guide state: “due to its fragile condition, the photographs 
may not be photocopied.”

My digital Nikon copies sacrifice a bit of the original resolution but are 
okay for most interpretive purposes. The copystand lights caused reflections 
especially at the corners of the photos, so I often had to crop out these margin-
al portions. Be aware that there are usually fringe areas of the originals not 
shown here. On several wide-format shots, I copied in 2 pieces and stitched 
them back together in a panorama program.

I also photographed many of Pond’s captions, because they often provide 
more detail than was transfered into PCA-316.doc. I then typed these into the 
caption field in the IPTC data for each .jpg so they’ll be permanently attached 
to all digital images.  
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Left: Geologic terranes, 
based upon Miller, L., H. 
Stowell, and G. Gehrels, 
2000. Progressive 
deformation associated 
with mid-Cretaceous to 
Tertiary contractional 
tectonism in the 
Juneau gold belt, 
Coast Mountains, 
southeastern Alaska. 
In: Stowell, H. & 
W. McClellan, eds. 
2000.  Tectonics of 
the Coast Mountains, 
Southeastern Alaska 
and British Columbia. 
Geological Society of 
America Special Paper 
343.

Right: Rock units from 
current draft USGS 

bedrock geology layer. 
Historic mines and 
routes from Knopf, 

Adolf, 1912. The 
Eagle River Region, 

Southeastern Alaska. 
Bull 502, USGS.)

Geologic context 
Not until the 1970s did most geologists come to accept the theory of tectonic plate 
movement. To early miners and geologists, although the general NW-SE strike of 
bedrock zones was obvious, it must have been hard to make sense of the mish-
mash of rock types in the Juneau Gold Belt. Today, we know that the high peaks 
forming the headwalls of both Cowee and Davies basins are Eocene intrusions of 
monolithic foliated tonalite (e.g. Peak 4879) comprising the Speel River Pluton 
(purple). Outboard of this is the older Yukon-Tanana terrane (yellow), then the 
Taku terrane (green). Still farther to the southwest is the Gravina belt (tan). Each 

terrane has a separate age and place-of-origine. All 3 of these terranes have slate, greenstone, 
and graywacke laced with quartz veins sometimes containing gold. But probabilities of a rich 
strike were best in certain subunits of those terranes.

In spite of all the glowing headlines and high expectations of prospectors in Yankee 
Basin, McGinnis & Davies Creeks, etc—all in the Yukon-Tanana terrane—their mines 
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W&P claims & trail georeferenced and overlaid on 1979 NASA 
aerial. Their southern loop became Goldbelt’s spur road to 

Davies Creek. Smooth texture at future clearcut was the 1883 
blowdown. This would have been doghair young growth with 

jackstrawed down logs in the 1890s. Trail skirted to the north.  

rarely produced more than a few thousand dollars of gold–not enough to offset the 
heavy labor invested. Within the Yukon-Tanana, only the Eagle River Mine could be 
deemed a net “success.” The really profitable gold production came from the north-
eastern margins of the Taku terrane (Silverbow group of mines) and the Gravina belt 
(Treadwell). It’s no coincidence that these concentrated gold depositions occurred 
very close to the Sumdum thrust and Gastineau Channel fault, respectively. 

Zooming in to the map of rock units, it’s apparent that the relatively productive 
Eagle River mine and the high-country prospects in Yankee and Cottrell Basins fall 
within the Trclt, i.e. Triassic carbonaceous slate and limestone. Although mapped 
in a different terrane, that’s also the rock unit encompassing the fabulous Silverbow 
group of mines. The W&P claims fall in the relatively unproductive KJgs unit. To get 
rich, you needed to be somewhere in that pale blue.

If Pond, Davies and Winter had the benefit of modern geologic terrane and 
bedrock-unit mapping, plus the hindsight-association of major production with 
primary fault lines, might their enthusiasm for “the knob” have flagged?
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Percy's photos 
In the following captions, green indicates 
direct quote from Pond, and grey italic is RC 
commentary.

316-4  Echo Cove at low tide, entrance to the cove and 
the relative positions of the Kensington, Comet and Jualin 
mines. This land-locked extension of Berner’s Bay is a 
splendid weather-protected harbor open to navigation the 
year round. The heavily timbered mountain on which the 
claims are situated affords unlimited timber for mining and 
building purposes. 

RC: Apparently early miners considered timber in the 
vicinity of prospects to be theirs for the taking. The Tongass 
National Forest was established in 1907, but it was many 
years before that meant much in terms of enforcement.  

316-5  Looking North across Yankee basin vividly portray-
ing the North-south strike of the ore zone in the Berners 
bay region of the Juneau gold belt which extends a short 
distance beyond the Kensington, Comet and Jualin mines 
depicted in the distance. 

RC: Percy was mistaken that the foreground of his 
(?) oblique photo showed Yankee Basin. Replicating this 
landscape in Google Earth's oblique view shows that the 
clearcutting in left foreground (1) is on the grounds of 
Bessie Mine, and Yankee Basin is off to the right. 

At point 2 is Divide Glacier, still acdvanced over the 
basin that today contains Lake 2,415. In Google Earth at 
a simulated plane-height of ~3,000 feet, you can't see the 
lake, but by climbing a bit, it comes into view. 

Contrary to its appearance in photo 316-4, the mountain 
on which the Winter & Pond claims are located is not an 
isolated knob, but the ocean terminus of a massive range 
extending far inland to the east with its western precipitous 
walls terminating abruptly at Echo Cove. This back range 
has an elevation of more than 6,000 feet in many places. 

ASL-P316-4

ASL-P316-5
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ASL-P316-6 ASL-P316-7
316-6  Winter and Pond mining camp located at tidewater on mill sites below the main workings at the 
Southeast end of sheltered Echo Cove. . . .clean sandy beaches surrounded by heavy forest . . .combine 
to make it the most advantageous camp and milling site in the entire Berners Bay mining area.

RC: Yeah, a beautiful mining camp! Too bad it didn't have any gold! This tidewater camp was just north 
of today’s boat launch, in an area popular for picnickers and campers. A century of uplift succession has 
probably added a row of younger spruce trees to the seaward. If those 2 big spruces on right survive they 
will be at least 50% larger in diameter today.

The tidy line of cobbles, plus addition of the awning in front of the log cabin, suggests this photo may 
have been taken much later than #s 30 and 31, following. It looks more like a modern Skagway-style 
tourist-remake than a real mining camp. Is this a “spruced up” sunny-day advertisement shot?

316-7  Alternative view of  Winter & 
Pond mining camp showing a portion 
of Echo Cove with Berners bay situ-
ated beyond the forested points which 
form the entrance to the Cove.

316-8  Showing portion of the new trail 
from Winter & Pond tidewater camp to 
the main workings located 1 1/4 miles 

from the beach.

ASL-P316-8
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ASL-P316-21

ASL-P316-11

ASL-P316-20

316-21  Black dotted lines show the 
direction of the tunnel and the turn, or 

deflection, from the course of the high-
grade vein outcropping higher on the 
slope, the location of which is repre-

sented by the white dotted rectangle in 
the picture. This shows the portal of the 
old main tunnel driven on the West vein 

of the lower California unit.

RC: Photo #s in portfolio captions 
differ from the P316 #s. Between 

PCA#s 11 & 20 are outcrop macros.

316-20  Davies creek flowing seaward 
at right angle to claim Number 1 
through a high, narrow gorge which 
forms an excellent site for a water 
reservoir for generating hydro-electric 
power, for mining, milling and other 
purposes.  Of glacier origin, it is fed by 
numerous small tributaries cascading 
from the high mountains tha flank the 
stream in a narrow U shaped drainage 
basin on the east side of the Winter and 
Pond claims. Owing to a heavy flow 
and the concentration on claim number 
1 of a considerable fall in a short 
distance through a precipitous canyon, 
Davies Creek has greater advantages 
for high-head power development than 
any other stream in the Berners Bay 
area, excepting, perhaps, Cowee river 
into which it flows. Photographed in 
August during the warm, dry period of 
the year.

RC: Pond omits the fact that August 
is generally peak flow due to glacial 
runoff. Note silt in stream. In center 
background is Peak 4879, a resistant 
tonalite spire.

316-11  Wide angle, distant view, of N side of “the knob” looking south in the 
direction of quartz exposure portrayed in photographs 1 & 2. This picture 
shows relative positions of veins 1, 2, and 3, (recent discoveries) enclosed 
in greenstone.  Dotted lines indicate position of the veins and their dip.
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ASL-P316-22

316-22  Photographed by Mr. Pond show-
ing his mining associate, J. G. Davies 
and son, and surface test pits cut on the 
veining system at intervals along the apex 
of the lode to determine the extent and 
permanency of the new discovery prepa-
ratory to tunneling operations.

316-23  Portraying the original discov-
ery, a high-grade fissure quartz vein of 
banded structure, about 2 feet wide on the 
surface, carrying considerable sulphides 
and fee-gold, dipping 60oNE, into the 
mountain.  This photo shows the vein 
“faced up” ready for starting the main 
tunnel.  

RC: Photos 22 & 23 may be the earli-
est in this collection, taken in exploratory 
phases, prior to shot 37, 1899.

ASL-P316-26ASL-P316-23

316-26  Not specifically 
mentioned heretofore 

is the slate-greenstone 
contact tunnel situated 

below the “waterfall” 
drift on the East lode 

of the lower California 
unit.  This tunnel . . . 

was driven to undercut 
the downward exten-
sion of the vein in the 
“waterfall” tunnel the 

location of which is 
indicated on the print.
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ASL-P316-27

316-27  Left to right, are:  E.P. Pond, J. G. Davies, 
Joe Pond and Al Doring. The high cost of mining in 
the early days here, and other causes beyond the 
control of the owners, necessarily limited development 
work to small scale operations.  Mining was done 
without power—by hand-drilling—and consequently 
progressed very slowly and laboriously.  As no great 
depth was attained on the lode, the ore bodies are 
wholly virgin and unprospected. 

RC: The challenge for Pond was to laud the 
team’s initiative and industry, yet making clear 

they'd only ‘scratched the surface.’ The portfolio 
gives conflicting messages: on the one hand 

describing the arduous effort and dangerous travel 
conditions, and on the other, downplaying chal-

lenges in attempt to lure investors. In that spirit, he 
compares past ‘primitive’ conditions to ‘modern’—

i.e. 1940s—advantages of air travel and even 
pending road access.
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ASL-P316-28

ASL-P316-29

316-29  Early camp quarters located high on the slope near the Gold Standard work-
ing portrayed in the preceding photograph.  J. G. Davies (standing) and son. Origi-
nally, housing facilities consisted of 4 well-constructed, equipped and provisioned log 
cabins situated at convenient intervals on the property and connected by a well-cut 
trail. 

The first cabin (still in service [1939]) was constructed at tidewater [#s30, 6, etc] 
1.25 miles from the 2nd cabin at the main works on the lower California unit [#37].

The third cabin, shown here, was located about a claim length below the fourth 
building situated on a timbered ridge well over 2,000 feet. . . . In those early years, 
the 3 upper cabins were built under difficulties.  

RC: Pond then elaborates on rough wilderness, simple hand tools, etc.

316-28  Portraying the main works at the upper Gold Standard unit of the Winter & 
Pond property. The tunnel shown directly beneath the hemlock tree, at the left of the 
small waterfall, was run in by the original locators to get below the big quartz lens well 
exposed higher on the left slope of the gulch. . . The small log structure at the left is 
the powder house.  Mr. Davies and son are standing at the portal of the new tunnel.
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ASL-P316-30

ASL-P316-31

316-30  Early picture of tidewater camp at Echo Cove in winter, Mr. and Mrs. [Hattie] 
Pond in the foreground. Mrs. Pond often turned from the comforts of home life at 
Juneau to accompany Mr Pond in a small open boat on hazardous trips to Berners 
Bay. There were no motor boats in those days. A diminuitive person, but one of bound-
less energy, Mrs Pond assisted in many activities at camp notwithstanding the scarcity 
of household conveniences at the mine in those years of arduous effort. The sacked 
high-grade ore, stored under the “overhang” pending shipment to Juneau, came from 
the lower tunnels on the East and West lodes. . . . The ore was hauled to tidewater 
in the hand-sled shown in the photo. During the summer months, in the absence of a 
snow-covered trail, selected ore was rawhided to the beach for shipment to Juneau 
where it was roasted and treated.

316-31  Another early view of tidewater camp at Echo Cove in winter, Mr. and Mrs. 
Pond in the foreground. . .  [unsuccessful so far because of] insufficient funds. . . 
difficulty of travel, high wages. . .decline of population following WW[I] activities. . . 
geographical seclusion of Alaska.

316-38  Before the days of motor power:  Mr. and Mrs. Pond homeward bound from 
the mine, in their 16-foot open combination sail and row boat, after the winter breakup.

ASL-P316-38
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ASL-P316-37 ASL-P316-32
316-36  Sledding supplies in the early days from tidewater camp to snow-covered cabin quarters situated near the tunnel works on West 
lode of lower California unit of Winter 7 Pond property. Early camp scenes portrayed here were photographed by Mr. Pond in December 
and January. The pictures show the maximum depth of snow at Echo Cove. The winter season, November to March, in the Berners Bay 
area is not uncomfortable. The cold is seldom severe, or of long duration. The mean temperature is 42o F, warmer than NY, Philadelphia, 
or Chicago. . .snow conditions are no obstacle to year-round mining. Summer period . . .is usually delightful. Temperature ranges from 85o 
to 95o, and sometimes over 100o as indicated by the immense development of forests portrayed here.

RC: If Pond was trying not to scare off California investors, he might have done better to omit these and other deep-snow photos that 
strongly suggest the winter temp was cooler than his mean 42o. But 21st-Century naturalists can be glad that he was unable to resist 
these dramatic winter scenes. Map 316-2 indicates the California unit was at about 600 feet elevation, so snow would have been some-
what deeper than at sea level.

316-32  Portraying winter operations at the main tunnel on the West lode 
of the lower California unit . . . The partners, left to right, Messrs. Pond 
and Davies, examining selected quartz ore preparatory to sacking for 
shipment to Juneau.
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ASL-P316-37

316-37  This is one of the first photo 
pictures ever taken in Alaska. It 
shows camp quarters, just after 
completion, on the lower California 
unit near the tunnel site on the 
West lode. 

RC: This shot #37 is also in the 
ASL collection as P87-1270. In 
that file, the title is “Hotel Scotia.” 
No explanation was given for the 
name, and I found no mention of 
“Scotia” in the Pond portfolio.

Hattie wears heavy eye shadow; 
this is obviously a carefully 
conceived image. Percy and Davies 
dress identically to their attire in 
nearby photos 24 and 27, right 
down to EP’s improvised bowtie 
(his wife’s touch?), suggesting all 
of these shots were taken on the 
same day in 1899.

The website www.familychron-
icle.com/phototip.htm says such 
bows were a common fashion for 
boys between 1884 and 1894. 
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